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The results of the studies presented in this thesis are helpful for improving UDF systems,
reducing the amount of potentially microorganisms carrying particles at the critical
positions in an operating room and instrument lay-up room, as well as realizing a more
efficient design process of these facilities. These results may be important to design teams
and to hospitals because they will help to use air distribution systems more efficient and a
design based on these results will reduce the costs (operational and maintenance) of UDF
systems. The results can easily be implemented and are already frequently used in new
designs and refurbishment of air distribution systems in operating rooms and lay-up
rooms in The Netherlands. This thesis also contributes to the discussion on the
effectiveness of air distribution systems. It is clearly indicated that well-functioning air
distribution systems in operating rooms will reduce the amount of potentially
microorganisms carrying particles at critical positions in operating rooms and instrument
lay-up rooms resulting in a reduced number of SSI caused by exogenous sources, and so a
reduced risk of postoperative infections.
During the design process of operating rooms, the lay-out is often subject of debate. Some
of the questions that have to be answered by the design team during this process are
often: 1) what should be the size of the operating room? 2) what type of air distribution
system should be used? 3) what should be the size of the protected zone? 4) should we
use a supply bridge and what should be the height? 5) what is the best position of the
patient access door and door towards the instrument lay-up room?
In chapter 2 it is demonstrated that an area of 3 meter square is sufficient to contain the
surgical team, the wound area and the instrument tables in about 95% of the procedures
performed at an academic hospital setting.1 It is also demonstrated that in the case of
larger dimensions of the operating room the unidirectional downflow canopy should not
be positioned centrally in the operating room for optimal layout.
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The remaining space inside the operating room should preferably be situated on the side
of the corridor, rather than being equally divided around the clean area. Positioning of the
anaesthesia section on the side of the clean area also offers a better logistical layout of
the operating room than in the traditional set-up where it is situated between the clean
area and the entrance. In the anaesthetic working zone the activity level often is high and
related to door openings resulting in a high local source of pollutants. Whether the
suggested position has a negative effect on the number of microorganisms carrying
particles at critical locations (surgical wound and instrument tables) in the operating room
has not been investigated yet.
To improve the UDF air flow a skirt around the canopy with a supply bridge was
considered in the design used in the study for this thesis.2 The supply bridge was
positioned 2.05 meter above floor level. In the Dutch situation, a supply bridge at a height
of 2.05 meter provides a good balance between collisions with used medical equipment
and for making connections in the slanted part of the supply bridge by employees and
guiding the air flow as much as possible.
These results should be used as a starting point by the design teams when designing a
system for an operating room. For comparable situations, the results may be used directly
by hospitals and consultants to prepare the program of requirements. For types of
operations and conditions not investigated in this study, the method described must be
used to determine the minimum required size of the area to be protected by the air
distribution system. Due to the availability of this information and method, the design
team does not need to determine this in advance so that a design process is faster and
more effective.3,4
Selecting new operating lamps is a difficult task. The amount of light, colour of the light
and way to control the operating lamp are often the most important criteria for selection.
Another aspect to be considered is the influence of the operating lamps on the air flow in
the operating room.
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With modern operating lamps with LED lighting, the temperature of the lamp is often less
of a problem, provided that the control gear is not integrated in the lamp. Especially when
UDF systems are used the air flow may be negatively affected, reducing the ability to
discharge microorganism containing particles. Chapter 3 addresses the impact of using
operating lamps with an open structure versus operating lamps blocking the air stream
and the effect of a skirt around the canopy.5 Using operating lamps with an open structure
and using a skirt around the canopy improves the effect of UDF systems. These results
may be used to improve the performance, protection against entrainment of potentially
microorganisms carrying particles, of the UDF system.6-9 The best operating lamp with
respect to the influence on the air flow is an operating lamp that is positioned outside the
air flow of a UDF system. The development of operating lamps should focus more on the
design of systems that negatively influence the UDF air flow as little as possible. With
modern high capacity and low weight batteries and LED lighting, it may be possible to
develop portable lamps that are worn on the surgeon's head, that are comfortable and
have sufficient light output, which could lead to redundancy of conventional surgical
lamps. Systems could also be developed that are fully integrated into the ceiling where the
light follows the field of vision of the surgeon.10 To get enough light in the body parts deep
in the body, a combination of the abovementioned possibilities can offer a solution that
minimally influences the UDF air flow.
This research also demonstrates that using a skirt may have a positive effect on the
effectiveness of air distribution systems in operating rooms. If a skirt is used, in
combination with a supply bridge or not, the disturbance of the UDF air flow can even be
limited further improving the performance of air distribution systems in operating rooms.
If a supply bridge is combined with a skirt, special attention should be paid to the
connection between the supply bridge and the skirt, which must be seamlessly transferred
on the side of the air flow.
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Hospitals have a big challenge to reduce energy consumption as required by the European
energy regulations.11,12 The easiest way to reduce energy is to switch of systems when not
in use like lights, medical equipment, heating and cooling systems etc..
The ventilation system in operating rooms also has periods of prolonged inactivity e.g.
during nights and weekends. However, because of the limited research performed on this
subject responsible duty holders are hesitant to do so. Chapter 4 shows that switching off
the ventilation system during prolonged inactivity (during the night and weekend) has no
negative effect on the air quality in operating theatres with UDF systems during normal
operational hours.13 In this way not only energy will be saved but also the service life of
filters may be extended. This will lead to reduction of operational cost (energy and
maintenance). Switching of the ventilation systems of operating rooms contributes to the
European goals for energy saving.11,12 Design teams should develop systems that are able
to be switched of easily and will restart at short notice. During long periods of inactivity
(during the night and weekend) precautions should be taken to prevent heating up the
operating room due to internal load caused by e.g. medical equipment.
When considering the possible contamination of sterile instruments during the lay-up
process it is way to perform these processes in separate instrument lay-up rooms with a
proper air distribution system. In the Netherlands vertical UDF systems are often used in
these instrument lay-up rooms. Vertical UDF systems may however have some
disadvantages when applied in such setting. The disadvantage is that vertical UDF systems
are not easy to install in an existing lay-up room or existing building because of limitations
in the space above the false ceiling and often need cooling of the air flow to support the
down flow of the UDF system. Chapter 5 demonstrates that horizontal UDF systems
protect sterile instruments during the laying-up process against aerogenic contaminations.
In this study it is concluded that a horizontal UDF system offers at least the same
protection against aerogenic contamination as down flow systems for the laying-up
process.14
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In comparison with downflow systems, horizonal UDF systems use less air and generate
the same and even better results (level of particles and microorganisms carrying particles
close to the sterile instruments). Other advantages of the horizontal UDF systems for
laying-up instruments are that temperature difference is not needed to increase the air
speed of the UDF system and the system is easier to install and maintain. With a reduction
of the systems energy and maintenance cost as a result. After publication of this study
more and more horizontal UDF systems for laying-up instruments have been implemented
in the Netherlands. A potential risk is that these systems are not optimally attuned to the
height of the instrument tables used e.g. the top of the table is positioned too high in
relation to the position of the air supply system.
New operating rooms in the Netherlands are in most cases equipped with large UDF
systems, typically 3 x 3 m. These systems are designed mainly for surgical processes that
need several instrument tables and a Mayo stand. For local surgical procedures in a small
area and a small number of sterile instruments e.g. eye and hand surgery the use of large
UDF systems seems to be overdone. For these type of surgical procedures smaller UDF
systems may be used. Chapter 6 shows that for intra-vitreal injection mobile UDF systems
can safely be used.15 These types of systems are not only suitable for intra-vitreal injection
but also for surgical procedures in a small area and a small amount of sterile instruments
and medical equipment. This may reduce the number of operations that are performed in
operating rooms with large UDF systems freeing up the operation room for the intended
surgical procedures with large operating areas and many sterile instruments. More
research and product development is needed to prove and optimise the effectiveness of
these mobile UDF systems.
This thesis concludes that the performance of an air distribution system in operating
rooms should be expressed in the potential to discharge microorganisms carrying
particles. The better the system is capable to do so, the lower the chance of
microorganisms carrying particles depositing on instruments or in the operation wound.
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At rest this should be demonstrated by technical measurements with a predefined source
strength of particles and during real surgery this could be determined by measuring the
number of CFU/m3 or CFU/(m2.h). Both strength and weakness of using CFU/m3 or
CFU/(m2.h) as an indicator of the systems performance is that the outcome not only
depends on the characteristics of the air distribution system in the operating room but
also on the processes performed in the operating room.
These processes affect the source strength (CFU/m3 or CFU/(m2.h)) that the system has to
eliminate, this applies in particular to diluting mixing systems. The more robust the air
distribution system, the more limited the effect on the source strength will be.
Future directions of research are presented in this thesis that should be conducted on the
topic of aerogenic contamination control in operating rooms and instrument lay-up
rooms.
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